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Abstract. Active Networking is an innovative technology which can open
the network and make it more flexible. But introducing active codes within
the network increases the network vulnerability from the security point of
view. The security is always considered as a separated layer from the other
layers of the active network architecture. In this paper, we develop a global
security architecture for a safe code distribution. A three level mechanism
is defined to provide a unique identification, authentication, and classifi-
cation of a code, according to its developer and its users.

Index Terms: Active networks, Code distribution and identification,
Network security.

1 Introduction

Beside the advantages of opening the network such as introducing quickly a
new protocols and applications within the network, injecting a smart program
in the network nodes can affect their performance. Moreover, this new task for
the routers can deteriorate functions of forwarding packets and increase dra-
matically the security failures. Usually the security enforcement is operated in
active network architectures as an upper layer added at the end of the design
process. This enforcement is typically an admission control interface or a simple
authentication mechanism based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). However,
the security layer is not integrated into the lower layers like the code distribu-
tion and execution. Our goal is to build a global architecture where the security
system is included in the conception of code distribution and execution systems.
In our architecture, the security mechanism interacts with all actors which are
concerned by the injection of the active programs within the network and their
execution. These actors or entities can be identified as the code provider or devel-
oper, the code user and the code itself. Because they are external to the network,
these three entities push us to define a three level security mechanism which de-
fines a strong and a unique identification, authentication, and classification of
the entities.

The development of a global security mechanism implies the definition at the
same time of a global architecture of code distribution. Both aspects are strongly
linked and must be led seriously to implement a secure active network.
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The code distribution is the main key to the introduction and the implan-
tation of the active network in the current Intranet and Internet. Without an
appropriate code deployment scheme, in terms of performance (time of down-
loading, loading and executing the code) and security, the active network stays
in state of a project without an effective implementation. We divide the code
distribution into two main phases, the code identification and its deployment.
Code identification consists in an universal mechanism which gives to the code a
unique and non-ambiguous identifier which is independent of its developer and
its users and making it easy to share. The code identification has not found yet
a normalisation in the active network. Each project defines its own identification
method. The code deployment phase consists of the policy to follow which allows
the active programs to reach the desired network nodes.

The code distribution security enforcement allows the right developer to pub-
lish its code, the network to check the safe execution of the new code on the
nodes and finally the right user to deploy the code through the network nodes
and to execute it.

The three poles relation between the code, the developer and the user leads
us to define a three poles security architecture. The security function at the
developer level must at least check if this developer is authorised to publish its
code. The developers of active codes must be authenticated and classified into
different groups. The distinction between the groups is based on their relation
with the network, nodes resources and the user applications. Different classes
can be defined in order to give several levels of grants. The differentiation be-
tween the developers creates a set of code categories. Each category of program
corresponds to one class of users. The security function at the code level verifies
if the active program adheres to the security rules defined by the network. The
safety requirements must be related mainly to the resources consumption and
data access. Finally, the security function at the user level must allow the nodes
to formally verify if the user, through its data packets, has the authorisation to
execute the referenced code with few computation and communications.

In this article, we define a new approach of code deployment and identifica-
tion in active networks. Our objective is to provide a secure mechanism which
guarantees a unique identification of the code and allows its use by other users in
addition to its owner. This approach combines different techniques and is mainly
based on the notion of the code server. This server is able to achieve other tasks
such as the attribution to each application of a unique identifier, the verification
of the conformity of the code, the authentication of code developer and user,
and the storage and publication of codes. We study also the security issues to
establish the minimum requirements for a secure active network. We propose a
new approach which places our code server in the heart of a global architecture
interacting with the developer, the code, the user and the node to set up the
previous security functions.

In the following section, we give an overview of the code distribution in cur-
rent active networks. Based on the minimal requirements that are fundamental
to build a secure active network environment, in Section 3, we define a new
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approach for code security and distribution. We investigate the performances of
our approach, in terms of throughput and latency, in Section 4. The results ob-
tained are compared with those of the hop by hop technique developed for ANTS
platform [15]. The related works are presented in Section 5. Our conclusions and
the possible extensions of this work are pointed out in Section 6.

2 Code Distribution Overview

The code distribution consists in injecting active programs in a semi-closed system
constituted of the network routers. This operation must provide an homogeneous
mechanism of identification of the active programs inside and outside this system.

We distinguish between two independent steps in the distribution of the code.
The first step is the effective deployment of the new application or the active ser-
vice in the concerned active nodes. The second is the identification of the code.

2.1 Effective Deployment of Active Code

The main key of active networking is to load dynamically a new code into the
network nodes. The way the code reaches the node determines the chosen policy
of code deployment in the network. The recent active networks projects fall onto
two mechanisms to deploy their code, the capsule based code distribution and the
switch based code distribution.

Capsule based code distribution: In this approach, the code is transmit-
ted, in band, at the same time as the data; the capsules carry the active code
and the data. When an active packet arrives at the active node, this one loads
immediately the code part of the packet and executes it using the correspond-
ing execution environment. As the code is loaded in the nodes along the packet
path, only the concerned nodes are programmed. Thus this scheme adapts itself
dynamically to packets path changes.

The inconvenient of this approach is that the presence of the active code in
the data packets increases the packet length [4]. Consequently the response time
(treatment and propagation time) is sharply increased. And we know that the
network protocols are limited in term of packet size.

To improve this aspect, a hop by hop based approach has been proposed in [15].
In this technique, a node receiving a capsule which does not contain the active
code, extracts the reference of this code and checks its presence in the cache. If
the code is in the cache, the node downloads it and executes it on the data. Other-
wise, the node requests it from the active node previously visited by the packet (a
previous hop address field is updated at each node). This process is repeated hop
by hop.

Switch based code distribution: This approach is characterised by two dis-
tinct phases. The first phase consists of sending, out of band, the active code to
all nodes, through the possible data packet paths, generally one potential path
for each user session. The second phase is the sending of the data packets. Here,
the nodes are pre-programmed, because a code is sent before the data. With this
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approach, we can expect that unknown and several paths can be taken by user
data packets. Thus we cannot know exactly the nodes to pre-program.

Both approaches have the following characteristics in common:
- An active code cannot be stored indefinitely in the active node.
- It is difficult to share the active code. The user must ask for the code from

its developer or to develop it himself again and deploy it in the network.
- An active node cannot check itself the integrity and the authentication of

the received code and its owner. The program verification requires a lot of
processor time and memory space and its execution may penalise the node
performance.

- With the switch based approach we must consider two delays. The time to
pre-program the nodes and the session time, i.e. the time to receive the user
active data and to execute the corresponding active code. The session time
may be small but we may expect the total time to be considerable. Similarly,
with the capsule approach (hop by hop), the code downloading time and the
session time are mixed. The session time includes the downloading time
which may be considerable.

2.2 The Code Identification Issue

Because of the multiple code sources and the multilevel node architecture, a
unique and multilevel identification is essential. The code identification must
allow the code to be shared and reused by other users.

The code identification has not found a normalisation in the active net-
works yet. Each project defines its own identification method. Currently several
projects such as ANTS [16] and Switchware [2] use a three layers based architec-
ture developed in [5]. In this architecture, the identification of the application
data is specific to each session user. A data packet must contain the identifier of
the active application (AA) and also the identifier of the corresponding execution
environment (EE) which is able to interpret the AA.

The reference of the EE is given only once by the Active Networks Assigned
Number Authority (ANANA). The encapsulation packet ANEP (Active Node
Encapsulation Packet), a standard in terms of format of packets, includes a ded-
icated field of 16 bits length to the EE identifier. At the arrival of a data packet
to an active node, this node loads the EE which its identifier is specified in the
packet. Once loaded, the EE must then trigger the loading of the corresponding
active application.

Each EE is basically able to manage several active applications at the same
time, to load them in memory and to eliminate them according to user’s needs.
This implies that, like the EE, each application must have a unique identifier.
However as the identifier of an application is currently defined by its developer
and each application can be developed by an independent user, the problem
of the multiple identifiers can be inevitable. Indeed, because of the multitude of
code sources, their independence and the absence of central regulation authority,
situations where two active applications have the same identifier are not impos-
sible. Moreover, as the application identifier is known only by its developer, the
code of this application can hardly be shared with the other users.
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The identification depends also on deployment techniques. In the capsule based
technique, all data packets are active and identifies the couple AA-EE treating
it. On the other hand, in the switch based technique, a filter is installed at the
NodeOS level which is responsible of recognising the potential passive flows on
which to apply the active code. The filter uses packet header information (packet
type, source address and/or destination address, . . . ) to orient the packets.

In the following section, we present a new approach which integrates code
deployment and security. This approach constitutes a response to the problems
of identification, verification and sharing of the code. It allows the authentication
and authorisation of the entities manipulating this code.

3 A New Security Approach for Code Distribution

The requirements to deploy the code must consider the security at the level of
three entities: the code developer, the code user and the code itself. We can
summarise the minimal requirements as follows:

- A unique developer identification, its authentication, and hierarchical devel-
oper rights to publish a code according to the code effect on the network.
Moreover, it requires a certificate.

- A unique user identification, its authentication, and hierarchical user per-
missions to execute a code. It also requires a certificate.

- A unique code identification, a safety control mechanism and a key as a hash
code.

To satisfy these security requirements, we define a Code Identification and
Storage Server (CISS). To be able to manage our three poles structure, a central
authority acting as a code server plays a crucial role in the verification of the
code safety and the authentication of both the developer and the user.

The CISS associates a unique identifier to an application and places at the
disposal of all network users this identifier and its code. With this technique,
sharing the code becomes easier, because the user who wants to use an existing
code has only to reference it.

In our approach we assume that the certificates are delivered by CAAN (Cer-
tificate Authority for Active Network). It is an autonomous authority which
delivers a certificate based on the PKI (such as X.509). The certificates must
contain the public key, information about the holder and its class. Moreover,
we consider a publication web site where a user can have knowledge about the
existing active applications. This web site allows the visitors to compose their
applications by choosing different code modules. The access to this web site
takes into account the user rights. Only applications of the same or lower class
are showed to the users.

We established another security requirement to authenticate all routers, CISS,
CAAN and the publication web site server by giving them a certificate or at least
a couple of keys.
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3.1 User and Developer Classification and Authentication

We can expect that most end users will not program network nodes. The code
users and the code developers can be different entities. For this reason we differ-
entiate between who publishes the codes and who uses them.

We classify the developers and the users into hierarchical classes according to
their permissions and the executed code effects on the network. To simplify this
model, we consider only two classes. These classes are mainly the user applica-
tion class and the network application class. A typical example of the first class
developer is the Internet Service Provider (ISP) manager and its customers are
considered as users in this class. The code of this class can be executed on the user
data only. The second class gathers the developers and users who are allowed to
operate on the network level and can change the node behaviour by introducing
new protocols and routing algorithm codes. This is the case, for example, of the
network administrator. Note that each class can be divided onto several subclasses.

Thus, node resources access depends on this classification. This distinction is
a first fire-wall against malicious codes as it allows a first control of the code
execution. It is managed by the CISS during the code publication phase.

3.1.1 The Identification
The identification of the developer or the user must allow us to determine exactly
to which class he belongs. The CISS requests the certificate from the CAAN.
This certificate contains information about the holder (name, address, . . . ), its
class and also its public key. The attribution of the developer identifier can be
performed by this trust authority.

3.1.2 The Authentication
The authentication process is based on the PKI. At the beginning of this pro-
cess the CISS sends a private information (a simple random text to strengthen
the process) to the developer or to the users. When the developer receives this
information, it crypts it with his own private key and sends the encrypted in-
formation to the CISS. Using the developer public key, the CISS decrypts the
received information. If the decrypted information and the original one match
then the developer is authenticated. Otherwise, it is another entity acting on be-
half the real one. Therefore, the developer or the user is strongly identified and
authenticated and cannot deny or repudiate the code sent or execution. More-
over, the untrusted entity which is not identified (does not hold a certificate)
cannot send, publish or deploy any code.

3.2 Code Distribution Phases

Our approach consists of three phases as follows:

1. Code publication phase: The application developer sends to the CISS its ac-
tive code, in order to publish it. This phase is noted by 1 in Fig 1. After verifying
the code safety using the Proof-Carrying Code (PCC) technique and authenticat-
ing the user certificate with CAAN (exchanging Certificate Check-CC message),
the CISS sends an Active Code Identifier (ACI) (2 in Fig 1) to the developer.
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PCC technique [13] is used for a secure execution of untrusted code. In our
context, the CISS establishes a set of safety rules that guarantee a safe behaviour
of programs. According to the developer class, the CISS requires different rules.
The rules for user data level code developers are more restrictive than the rules
for network level code developers. In the other hand, the code developer creates
a formal safety proof that proves the code adherence to the required safety
rules. Then, the CISS is able to use a simple and fast proof validation system
to check, with certainty, that the proof is valid and hence the code is safe to be
executed [13] by the nodes. It is possible to use a heavy code analysis mechanism
to check memory use and CPU performed by CISS.

If one of those tasks fails, the CISS sends a negative message to the developer.
Once the ACI is sent to the developer, the CISS generates a unique key for the
code (Kc) to be used when checking if a certain user has the right to execute
this code. Once all information about the application service are available, a
notification is sent to the publication web site (3 in Fig 1) which generates a web
page containing the application identifier and a description of all its modules.

2. Code referencing phase: When a user wants to customise the treatment
of the network nodes on its data packets, it connects to the publication web site
to choose the application service and notes its ACI (4 Fig 1). With the ACI and
its own certificate, the user requests from the CISS (5 Fig 1) the generation of a
symmetric key (K) to be able to deploy the code. Once the CISS is sure about the
user rights to deploy and execute the code by checking the user certificate (CC
message exchanged with CAAN), it generates a key K and sent it to the user.

We adapt a distributed symmetric key generation based credential technique,
used by [10], in which the key is generated as a combination of the code key, user
key, address source, the authorisation time and a validity period. The key is hashed
by the CISS and sent to the users. With this technique the active node can verify
the user authentication and authorisation without connecting to any third author-
ity, without additional computation, and without holding any further users list.

In [10], the code key is generated and shared frequently by authorisation
authority and different code servers. To secure this generation, the Kc is now
generated by CISS itself as a hash-code signed with CISS private key. This
hash-code allows the node to verify at the same time the code integrity and CISS
authenticity. The symmetric-key offers good performances because the node does
not perform heavy computations or further communications.

3. Code deployment phase: The user sends its packets (6 Fig 1) with the ref-
erence of the application service and the generated symmetric-key K through the
network. The node receiving such packets and holding the code referenced and its
corresponding key (code key), reconstitutes a symmetric-key K’ using the code key
sent by CISS, the user key, the source address, the session time and the validity
period sent by the user. In the case where the node does not hold the referenced
code and its code key, it must send a demand of code (7 Fig 1) to the CISS. Con-
sequently, the CISS provides the node with the desired code and key (8 Fig 1). If
both code keys match, the node can execute the code on the user data.
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Fig. 1. Active code distribution phases

This approach can be considered as an intermediate between the integrated
and discrete approaches. Indeed the active code is downloaded out of band (dis-
crete approach) from a certain server. The data packets (at least the first ones)
arrive at the nodes before the code and can reference an inexistent code in the
node cache (integrated approach).

This method solves the problem of multiple paths that may be taken by the
packets of the same application, which is a characteristic of IP networks. It
allows also the node to not keep a code indefinitely because the codes are always
retrieved from the CISS. It is important to note that, using an event based
system, it is easy to consider the arrival of standard packets as an event and to
treat them as an active.

3.3 The Multi-CISS Approach

The solution with one code server can present a major drawback, the CISS can
become the bottleneck of the network. Indeed, it can be congested if a lot of
nodes send requests at the same time. One approach to avoid the congestion of
the CISS is to add other CISS servers in appropriate places in the network. The
first step performed when a passive node becomes active is to detect all CISS
present in its neighbourhood. Based on the RTT (Round Trip Time) counted
from the set of CISS responses, the new active node orders its CISS neighbours
according to their distance.

When the search of a code is needed (the active code is not available in the
active node), the node requests it from the first CISS in the list of CISSs. This one
responds with a negative message or the active node does not receive a message
after a notified RTT from this server, the active node sends a new request to the
second CISS. This process is repeated for the other CISSs until the active node
receives the appropriate active modules.

To avoid the saturation of the network by multiple code packets sent by the
CISSs, the active node which wants an active module can begin a negotiation
protocol by sending, at first, a request for code message or notification of code
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existence to the set of CISS. Each CISS able to satisfy the code request sends
to the active node an equivalent Ack packet, otherwise, it sends an equivalent
Nack packet. When the current node receives an Ack packets, it can send to the
chosen CISS, and only one, a downloading request. At this time a CISS receiv-
ing the downloading request message sends to the node the code. We assume
that negotiation protocol messages are small packets and their transfer in the
underlying network is as fast as ‘syn’ messages.

The next section presents another approach which is a mixed solution between
CISS and hop by hop approaches.

3.4 The Mixed Approach

We expect that the CISS will be placed in the edge of the global network, in
the sub-domains. For the nodes close to CISS servers (belonging to the same
domain), the number of the routers separating them is very small and the RTT
is also small. However, for the node in the other domain the path to CISS is
longer and downloading the code from a nearest node is suitable.

The CISS approach evolve easily with other techniques and can be combined
with hop by hop scheme for its connectless and flexibility. In this combination CISS
plays its classic role of attributing and saving the active codes and also has the role
of the first and permanent source of codes. In this case we can consider either one or
several CISS. The hop by hop code migration intervenes to reduce the load on the
CISS and also to improve the code transfer time by choosing the nearest source.

Moreover, the combination may be an alternative in the case where an active
node cannot receive a code or receives a negative response from CISS. This can
be due to, for example, one of the following reasons: the CISS is congested, the
link is temporary broken or bottlenecked, the server is off or does not have the
right code in the case of several CISS managing a distributed code base.

Using this approach requires two steps which must be followed and the dis-
tinction between the first active node and the other nodes.

1. Code injection: this is the first time the user sends its data packets with
references to the code, to the first attached active node. At this moment,
the “previous hop” field of the data packets is empty. This first node is the
first visited node and must download the code and the corresponding key
(Kc) from the CISS if the active code is missing. Before forwarding the data
packets, this active node puts its address in previous hop field.

2. Code migration: the next active nodes visited by the data packets look for
previous hop field which determines the new source of the code, and the
code request must be sent to the previous node. However, the other nodes
must use this same code migration technique to find the code and will have
to ask the CISS for the code only in the error case. The previous hop field
should be updated at each node. When receiving the code and its key from
the previous node, the current node can also perform the symmetric key
verification to authorise the code execution.

With this technique, the CISS is requested only once for all the data session.
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4 Performance Analysis

In this section, we are interested in the performance evaluation of the code
deployment techniques presented previously. We compare the two approaches
single CISS and multi-CISS that we developed for our platform ARFANet (Ac-
tive Rule Framework for Active Networks) [3] and the approach hop by hop.
We are interested particularly in the throughput of the network for the active
packets and end-to-end latency for this type of packets.

The considered topology of the network is composed of one CISS, three active
nodes and three passive nodes. In the case of the multi-CISS approach, a second
CISS is added to this topology. We varied the arrival rate of the packets to
this network from 250 packets/s to 4500 packets/s for a size of the packets of
200 bytes.

According to our analysis of the impact of the active packets introduction
into a network on the standard packets, several proportions of active packets
were considered [9]. This work showed that the proportion K = 20% of active
applications does not deteriorate the active nodes performances with respect to
the standard packets. Also, in this study, we retained the same proportion of
active packets. This proportion includes the packets of data, programs as well
as the code requests packets sent to the CISS. The data packets sent in the
network can reference four different types of applications. These applications
are published on the server for the CISS approaches and are provided by the
source node for the hop by hop approach.

Our testswereperformedonLinuxmachineswithaprocessor”AMDAthlon(tm)
XP1500+”of1339MHz,256KBof cachememoryanda256Mo read-writememory.

4.1 The Throughput

Figure 2(a) shows the throughput of the network for the active packets according
to the total arrival rate of the packets (active and passive) for the three techniques.
These results show that although the throughput of the single CISS technique is
slightly higher than the throughput of the technique hop by hop, both through-
puts remain very similar. We can note that both throughputs are stabilised at
8500 active packets/s from a high arrival rate (2000 packets/s). It is interest-
ing to note these results because the proportion of active packets arriving at the
network is only of 20% i.e. 400 active packets/s when the total arrival rate is
2000 packets/s. This high throughput compared to the real arrival rate of the ac-
tive packets is due to the fact that the first data packets of an application arriving
at a node will have to wait until the node receives the corresponding code from
the CISS (single CISS ) or from the previous node (hop by hop). Once the code
received, an immediate processing is carried out on the data packets accumulated
in the queue causing a successive sending of the treated packets towards the fol-
lowing node. This phenomenon is repeated for all the active nodes forwarding the
packets, leading to a throughput which is much higher than the arrival rate. Con-
sequently, along way of the data, the rhythm of migration of the active packets
does not respect necessarily the rhythm of the source.
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Fig. 2. Numerical results

In addition, we observe that the throughput obtained with the multi-CISS
approach is significantly lower than those obtained with the two previous ap-
proaches, in particular the single CISS approach. This is due to the presence of
an additional CISS in this approach. This additional server allows decreasing the
load from the first CISS and absorbing the part of the requests for codes sent
from the nodes in its immediate neighbourhood. However, the first data pack-
ets of an application arriving at a node will wait the arrival of the code to the
node less longer than in the single CISS approach. The packets will tend to less
accumulate in the queues of the nodes. Thus the throughput is less significant
than in the other approaches, although it is still higher than the arrival rate.
The difference between the throughput of the network for the active packets and
the arrival rate of this type of packets remains less significant than for for the
other approaches. For an arrival rate of 400 active packets/s, the throughput is
of 800 packets/, i.e. ten times lower than in the single CISS approach. We can
note, when the arrival rate increases, the throughput increases too until reaching
5000 packets/s for a total arrival rate of 4500 packets/s (900 active packets/s).
As conclusion, the more the arrival rate increases, the more both CISS are re-
quested and the more the data packets wait in the nodes.

4.2 The Latency

In this section, we investigate the end-to-end latency experienced by the active
packets for the three approaches. In Figure 2(b), although the nodes must re-
quest the code from the CISS which can be some routers away, the latency of
the active packets is better in the single CISS approach than in the hop by hop
approach. That can be explained by the fact that the active nodes in the second
technique have to manage also the code requests emanating from other nodes.
This additional task has an impact on latency. This figure shows also that the in-
troduction of an additional CISS (muti-CISS approach) allows us to improve the
end-to-end latency of active packets. As explained previously for the throughput,
the second CISS takes in charge a part of the code requests, those coming from
the active nodes in its neighbourhood. Clearly the management of the codes by
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one or more dedicated entities allows us to have better performances than when
this task is achieved by the nodes themselves.

5 Related Work

Beyond the two main techniques, integrated and discrete, there are few works
in the code distribution area. We can divide the current contributions into two
main categories according to the use or not of a code server.

The first category gathers the works in which a code server is used for an
out-band code deployment (discrete approach). The fist technique introducing
the code server notion for the storage and the publication of active programs
is DAN (Distributed Code Caching for Active Networks) [6], which has been
proposed for high performance active routers. Nevertheless, this work is neither
motivated by a universal active code identification nor by proposing safety and
security verification mechanisms.

Future Active IP Networks project (FAIN) [11] is a component based ap-
proach. The components are stored in a code server and compose a service.
The service is identified as a concatenation of the service provider name and
the service name. Note that with this identification method the service stays
strongly linked to his provider which must guarantee the service name unicity.
The user data are oriented to the corresponding service by a channel installed at
the NodeOS level without the need of the service reference. This manner limits
service users to whom belonging to the service provider customers. The main
difference between our code distribution system and FAIN is that this approach
is dedicated to component based architecture rather than packet based one.

Code Distribution Scheme for active networks (CDS), proposed in [17], is a
set of recommendations for the design of Code Distribution Protocol (CDP).
The authors recommend out-band code transport rather than in-band transport
arguing on the large capsule size. They suggest also the store of AA with its
code using the code server. Considering naming and name resolution method of
an AA as a basic function of a CDP, the authors suggest that the name of an
AA should be universal.

The projects of the second category consider mainly in-band code deploy-
ment. The basic idea is the use of a unique key [15] hold by the code developer
and provided by a trust certificate authority to create a unique reference. With
the key, the developer defines a one way MD5 hash code with 128 bits length
on code content. This approach can be useful in order to limit the number of
code developers authorised to deploy their codes in the network. However, this
approach makes hard the share and the re-use of the code by other users because
the code reference is strongly linked to the code and its owner.

The security must rely on how the code is distributed and the elements which
take part in the process of injecting the code into the network (the developer and
the user). Several works, prompted by the security working group [7], are leaning
towards secure execution rather than secure deployment. Projects like SANE [1]
and SANTS [12] provide a secure framework for active nodes. Another technique
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adopts a different method to secure the execution of the code by restrictive active
languages like PLAN [8] and SafetyNet [14].

ROSA [10] defines a user authorisation scheme based on the symmetric-key
generation. The generated key corresponds to a key related to the code itself,
shared between the code server and the authentication authority, and the session
time and duration. The task cannot be performed only if the user has the grant to
deploy the code. However, ROSA does not define identification and publication
mechanisms and does not secure the developer side.

We have adapted and improved this technique to be a part of our global
security scheme.

6 Conclusion

The processes of code identification and deployment define respectively how the
code is identified by the different entities of the network (nodes and users) and
how it reaches the nodes. In this paper, we developed a new approach based
on the classification of the developers and the users according to their rights
in the network. Two mains categories can be distinguished. The first one can
be the application level related particularly to the user data. The second cat-
egory concerns the network level which is more restrictive and reserved to the
network manager. We developed also a new mechanism for active code distri-
bution based on the use of a code server (CISS) which is the central point of
a three poles security architecture. The CISS attributes a unique identifier and
checks the developer grants and code safety before its publication. Moreover,
this server allows the user authentication and authorisation by the generation
of a symmetric-key which involves the code key, the user key and a valid session
time. This technique avoids to the nodes to perform a hard task of verification
which arises a lots of computations and communications. The CISS mixes the
advantages of the two approaches of code distribution, the approach based on
the pre-programming of certain active nodes and the hop by hop which uses
capsules of code. We compared CISS performances to the hop by hop perfor-
mances, in terms of latency and throughput. The results obtained showed that
the use of the code server gives better performances. Although our approach
was applied in the context of our framework ARFANet [3], it can be used for
any kind of active applications and in other existing platforms. The use of a
Publication web site allows an easy access to all published application and their
composition.

An extension to this work would consist in analysing the different management
techniques for distributed databases for a possible application within the case
of several and distributed CISS maintaining an harmonious and reliable security
protocol. In particular, we are interested in the number of CISS, their location
in the network and the distributed code base management.
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